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Accu
ations
of
•
racism trouble

Coalition will fight
A retreat of Iraqi troops from Ku
wait, announced Monday by Radio
Baghdad, is not stopping the Persian
Gulf war. The coalition will "continue to
prosecute the war" until Saddam Hussein
"personally and publicly" accepts all 12
U.N. resolutions pertaining to Kuwai4
said White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater. "We have heard no reason to
change that," Fitzwater said.

Court decides access
The uprem e Court Monday agreed
to step in to the angry di pute over Opera
tion Re ue's campai n to block acces
to abortion clinic . The court said it
would Ludy whcth r women's rights
groups can use a Civil War-era law, bar
ring conspiracies to violate a group's
civil rights, as a weapon against Opera
tion Rescue.

Killer hits Tuesdays
For the past two weeks, the "Thrill
Killer" has shot three people to death on
Tuesday in Sacramento, Calif. Dozens of
deputies are shoring up patrols in the
Interstate 80 area where three were killed
in a Quilc Stop Market and three more at
a Round Table Pizza restaurant. Detec
tives call him the Thrill Killer because
each time he has struck, only small
amounts of money have been taken.

Leader blasts Bush
President Bush Monday dismissed
charges that too many blacks were being
sent into combat, but his speech marking
February as black history month was
called "an absolute sham" by Damu
Smith,of the National African American
Network Against U.S. Intervention in the
Gulf. Bush said: "The military of the
United Statesisthegreatestequal-oppor
tunity employer around."
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COBA

Thomas Gnau
News Editor

On Oct. 15, 1990, an associate economics professor in
COBA, the College of Business and Administration, Dr.
K wabena Gyimah-Brempong, said ·n a written complaint to
the WSU Office of Affirmative Action that Dr. Waldemar
M. Goulet, dean of COBA, has, "treated me in certain way
that, in my view, constitut.e racial discrimination."
Gyimah-Brempong contends that Goulet had an as i 
tant dean call the chair of Gyimah-Brempong' s department
at the University of South Florida where Gyimah-Brcmpong
previously taught. The assistant dean, Thomas Dovel,
allegedly did this in May 1988, after WSU had offered and
Gyimah-Brempong had accepted a position with COBA in
February 1988.
Gyimah-Brempong wrote that Goulet on different occa
sions told COBA faculty members Drs. G. Thomas Sav,
Rudy Fichtenbaum, and Paulette Olson that Gyimah-Brem
pong was paid his salary because he is black, not because he
deserves it.
In writing, each faculty member - Sav, Fichtenbaum,
and Olson - confirmed that Goulet, in fact, said that
Gyimah-Brempong's race and salary were connected.
Specifically, Sav wrote that in March 1988 he met with
Goulet to get approval to make an offer of employment to a
job candidate. At this meeting, according to Sav. Goulet said
Gyimah-Brempong received his salary only because he is
black. and Gyirnah-Brempong got the rank of associate
professor only because he is black.
And Fichtenbaum wrote: "... Dean Goulet told me that
the only reason Professor Gyimah-Brempong's salary was
so high was that he was black."
In addition, a WSU hearing panel recently investigated
Goulet' s behavior and ruled that the post-employment refer
ence checks were discriminatory.
However, two of the panel members - Drs. Gregory
Bernhardt and Helen Klein-found no evidence that Goulet
discriminated against Gyimah-Brempong in the use of
"descriptors," or in references to Gyimah-Brempong's sal
ary.

Dr. Stephen H. Simon, the chief examiner of the hearing
panel, disagreed with Bernhardt and Klein. Simon wrote,

COBA Dean Waldemar M. Goulet

"There is evidence to support the allegation that the respondent has made
statements that link the complainant's initial WSU employment(specifi
cally salary) to his race."
Simon went on to write that,"... this individual (Gyimah-Brempong)
has been singled out because of his race and treated in a demeaning
manner."
The hearing panel recommended that Goulet submit an apology to
Gyimah-Brempong, and that President Mulhollan consider whether
Goulet was insensitive and whether he should be "subject to remedia
tion." Also, Simon recommended thata committee "representing minor
ity constituencies within the College of Business and Administration
should be fonned with the purpose of advising Dean Goulet on various
See "Radsm" on page 22
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Second Gulf
War protest
stays quiet
The facilitat

e Mov m nt
n r and arried ut a Gulf
war p te ton Thursday that w
mo Lly unmarked by d. n i nor
furor. Near theend of the two-hour
demonstration, several students
appeared with American flags to
loudly voice their disagreement
with the war prot tor .
The dem n tration, which be
gan at n n. was guarded carefully
by WSU Public Safety officers and
"facilitators," various WSU ad
ministrators and staffers were
there to, in the words of Joanne
Ris her, assi tant vice-president
for tudcnt affairs, "be sure there
aren' t any tand-off or tha t anyYreally gc hurt .... We think
that if we can be around ... n ne of
thos thing will happen."

pr

nt at future dem n tration .
Precautionary measures deigned to keep the protest orderly
and safe seemed to be everywhere. The WSU Peace Movement march on Thursday was relatlvely peaceful, at least untll the
In addtion to the Public Safety end. Counter-protestors appeared near the end of the rally.
officer and f ilitators, everal of
the war protestors w re white arm
be great, but yelling doesn' t really from "We're steamin', we're hot, Smith, who marched with the pro
bands to how th y were "mar change minds."
we can't be stopped ," to "Don' t testors. said of the Per ian Gulf
hals," people there to "keep heads
Approximately 50 war pro believe the hype," and "Bu h told a war: "It's not a democratic war in
cool," according to Peace-Mo e testors marched from the amphi lie.,, Some protestors made noise any sense. The more democratic
ment member and WSU student theater in front of the S hoot of by banging on aluminum bow ls countries in the Middle East ... are
Chris Pospisil.
Medicine in a route around cam and shaking soda cans filled with opposing us."
"In our group, mo t people pus, a route that took them in fron t small objects.
WS U stude nt Ja m es Lee
know not to yell back, we'll proba of the University Library and past
Dr. Harold L. Nixon, v ice watched the protestors march by
bly ju t turn our backs, we're not the Founder's Quadrangle and president for student affairs. said and said, " I think they're doing
g ing to try to con fr nt anybody," b k to the amphitheater.
the war prote tors regi t red with anything they can Lo take away the
said Po pi ii. "Ifs me
y wants
A the pr te l r marched they W U Student S rvices.
to di us
mcthin , that w uld
houted variou logans an s ng ,
WSU politi al profc or Recd
ee "Pr t t " on page 24

Honors students to
fight homelessness

ATTENTION

You won't
get AIDS
by seeing
the doctor
©Copyright 1991,

USA TODAYI AJ?ple
College Informauon
Network
Here are examples of the

risks of patients contracting
AIDS in health-care settings:
- Risk of contracting
AIDS from an infected sur
geon: 1 in 263,158 to 1 in
2,631,579.
- Risk of contracting
AIDS from a blood transfu
sion: 1 in 40,000 to l in
149,253.
By comparison, the risk
of dying from anesthesia is 1
in 10,000, and the risk of
dying from a penicillin reac
tion is 1 in 100,000.
Source: Centers for Dis

ease Control
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Students in the WSU Uni
versity Honors Program arc vol
unteering to make a difference.
Thanks to them, homeless
mothers can attend parenting
and craft classes twice a week
without worrying about the
safety and well-being of their
children.
The honors students are par
ticipating in a program called
"Service First," an ini tiative
started last year by the honors
program. The volunteers cur
renlly work as babysitters at the
Salvation Army's she lter for the
homeless on South Wilkinson
StreeL
Mary Kenton, associate di
rector of the University Honors
Program, said the idea behind
Service First is to compensate
for the impression that, "stu
dents in general didn't have
many opportunities to volun
teer."
Things really got going
when the National Collegiate

Honors Council provided
WSU's honors program with a
small grant to help get Service
First rolling.
Last year, 15 students vol
unteered their time to act as
mentors to college-bound high
school juniors from Patterson
Career Academy. The volun
teers provided the young stu
dents with an insider's view of
college life. They played bas
ketball together, had dinners,
and discussed financial aid and
scholarships.
With a successful year un
der their belts, Serv ice F irst
then decided that this year they
would volunteer their time and
talents for SISCA and the Sal
vation Army shelter.
"I've been getting a great re
sponse from the Salvation
Army," stated Kenton.
If any student is interested in
volunteering, they are encour
aged to contact Kenton at the
University Honors Office a t
179 Millet Hall. One need not
be an honors student in order to
participate.
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Revised speech policy from
Hanks, Jacob and Walker
Thomas Gnau
News Editor

ties of the univer
The redraft
sity are inter
stipulates: ''The
rupted, or when
university de
Three WSU professors, given there is the possi
clines to adopt a
the opportunity to redraft wsu·s bility of dange.c to
dis ci pl i nary
proposed demon trations and march partici
code restricting
march policy, have completed pants.
certain catego
their rewrite. The professors The policy has
ries of speech,"
Drs. William Hanks. Jame Jacob been tested on sev
even speech re
and James Walker - discu sed eral occasions with
ferring to an
--demonstrations and marches policy redraft
what they found objectionable in mixed results:
individual's
the official policy with WSU Presi
-On Jan. 10
race, ethnicity
dent Paige Mulhollan on Jan. 25. fonner employees
or religion.
The redraft is less strict con of Bon bright Distributors picketed tered counter-demonstrators ap
The WSU policy prohibits
cerning language that may be con theErvinJ. NutterCentertoprotest peared, but this demonstration was speakers from "engaging in disor
sidered offensive. and does not the sale of Miller beer. The pick quieter than the Jan. 17 event
derly, inflammatory, demeaning.
specify that students must register eters did not register with Student
The redrafted policy. which is indecent or lewd conduct or ex
with the Office of Student Life 24 Life.
by no means official WSU policy, pression."
hours before holding a march or
-War-protesters, who regis states that "all members of the
The redraft does say that WSU
tered with Student Life, demon academic community have the should be committed to eliminat
demonstration.
WSU's policy says student strated on Jan. 17.• meeting heated right to express their opinions. no ing bigotry.
groups must register and get ap opposition from an unregistered matter how offensive or emotion
proval for demonstrations and group. Fairborn police were pres ally distressing." The redraft
would pennit "a broad range of
marches with Student Life no less ent at this demonstration.
-And on Feb. 21, the WSU speech," but would not permit
than 24 hours before the event
The policy also says that such Peace Movement held a registered speech "intended to harass, intimi
demonstrations can be "denied reg demonstration LO protest the war in date. or intrude upon the privacy of
istration" when the nonnal activi the Per ian Gulf. Again, unregis individuals."

' ' All members of the academic
community have the right to
express their opinions, no
matter how offensive or
emotionally distressing. ' '

Official WSU policy and the
Hanks/Jacob/Walker redraft agree
that students "must" register with
Student Life before the events, but
theredraftisnotspecificabouthow
long before the event.
The redraft would likewise
deny permission to students or
student groups when "there is a
high likelihood that the demonstra
tion will result in violence ..."
The "speaker's comer," the
bricked area next to the southeast
comer of the Quad, would be avail
able for use under either policy. but
the redraft would not require that
speakers refrain from "disorderly,
inflammatory, demeaning, inde
cent, or lewd conduct or expres
sion," only that speakers not incite
violence.
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loving memory...

Pastor Edward Sensonbrenner speaks at a memorial service for two WSU students killed In an auto pileup last winter. The students-Mark
Nordquist and Tom Ervin· were killed on Feb. 24, 1990.

Mid-Eastern students facing harassment
Greg Hnmphre

Special to The Guardian
According to Steve Lyons, director of
Student Development for International Pro
grams, WSU Middle East students are expe
riencing financial and mental harassment
due to the Gulf War.
Lyons discussed this issue with. other
board members at the University Student
Affairs Committee meeting on Feb. 8.
JoanneRisacher, assistant vice-president
for Student Life, said that during a rally on
Feb. 7 there were racial slurs made toward

one of the Middle Eastern speakers telling
him to go home to his own kind.
"This is a real ugly part of our campus,"
said Risacher.
According to Lyons these students have
also been victimized financially.
WSU has provided financial assistance
in the form of short term tuition loans to
three student groups, 20 Kuwaiti nationals,
20 Jordanian nationals, and an Iranian na
tional.
In September the Kuwaiti Embassy
promised to continue paying for the Kuwaiti
students, therefore allowing the university

to focus its attention on the Jordanians and
the Iranian.
Many of these students have asked for a
second loan, but the university is unable to
give these students another short term loan.
The loans are only good for one quarter and
must be paid back before a second loan can
be taken out.
One of the major problems that these
students face is that the immigration laws
won't allow them to work full time to pay
back such loans. This makes it very difficult
for these students to continue their educa
tion.

According to Lyons, these students do
plan to send a petition to Congressman Tony
Hall to change the immigration laws and
allow the students to work full time.
Katherine Dvorak, professor of religion,
recommended that there needs to be a spe
cial meeting between the faculty and the
international students to allow the faculty to
become more aware of the problems the
students are facing and also to give the
students someone they can talk to in a time
of need.
Lyons felt that the idea was a good one
and would be developed at a later meeting.
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War is morally imperative
As I watched my television set on
Sunday, I ob rved an Iraqi Mu lim
woman top at a Roman Catholic church to
light candles for her on who may be
learning fir l hand the Wes tern way of
waging war. As the woman lit the candle ,
the tears flowed steadily from her eyes.
and once again I was reminded of the
devastation in terms of life and property
that war inflicts on the innocent The fact
that the woman did not know the Catholic
way did not stop her from praying to the
Virgin Mother and the God of the Western
World for a quick end to the war.
As the winds of war blow rampant
through the desert sands, America gears
itself for the almost certain pictures of
coffins being unloaded off of C-130 trans
port planes. It has been almost 13 months
since the last influx of flag draped coffins
to the United States. those having arrived
from the battlefield in Panama. One par
ticularly strong memory to me is the pho
tograp h of President and Mrs. Reagan
walk ing among the flag draped coffins of
the over 200 Marines killed by a terrori L
attack in Leban n. They were the la t
major American deaths in the Middle Ea L,
prior to the curr nt cri i .
But American need to find the cour
age, bravery and intestinal fortitude nece 
sary to free the world of the madman in

Iraq.
On Feb. 21 the WSU Peace Movement
held an anti-war (anti-U.S.) demonstra
tion. I direct this towards them.
I don ' t believe the hype. I still support
the U.N. 's action in the Persian Gulf. I do
so because I have intellectually thought it
through. In his Feb. 21 editorial in The
Guardian , Thomas F. Gnau. the News
Editor and my good friend, said that call-

ing the war protestors "traitors" is stupid.
I disagree. They are traitors as well as
coward • afraid to accept the price of a
world community. Gnau said that the
people who are supporting the war are "not
thinking hard enough thi winter.•• I ub
mitthat the minority of p pie whoprote l
this war are not thinking thi through.
They are a group devoid of ideas. They
only say that war hould never be the
answer but they do not suggest any alter
natives (and rewarding Hussein with a
prize like Kuwait, or any other prize for
that matter, is not an alternative). I guess
if someone broke into your house and
killed your family and took you hostage
you wouldn' t want the police to take the
chance of someone getting hurt to liberate
you.
A speech writer for George McGovern
during the Vietnam War, Micheal Novak,
was also a rabid anti-war protestor. He
changed his mind when he witnessed the
boat people and how bad the Vietnamese
had it under communism. "If love de
mands the defense of others (such that a
failure to defend them can be a sin),"
writ s Novack, "both love and justice al o
command clf-d fen e Pea e is some
times unjust; war is ometimes morally
imperative."
One of the ign that the activist (or
whatev r they are) were carrying gave a
Ii t of vi tims of U.. fa ci m. Until thi
demon tration I thought the WSU Peace
Movement wa trying to be an organiza
tion to further healthy debate on issues of
war and peace. I guess I am wrong. Only
an idiot would believe that the U.S. is a
fascist state. Do you know no history?
Have you ever heard of Benito Mussolini?
Adolph Hitler? These are examples of
fascist states. I love the idea of expressing
your views but only when it is done in an
intelligent way. If this was a fascist state.
do you truly believe that you would be

permitted to express your views the way
you do? Of cour e if this was a fascist state
it would stay that way since anned revolu
tion is war and therefore a waste. I would
bet money that not one of the activi ts
prote ting this war would have the cour
age to ac ept the cost of war to free their
own country.
Iraq i another example of a fasci t
state. He i now holding mass executions
in Kuwait City. I doubt if any peace
activists believe this. The peace activists
during World War II didn't believe repons
of mass executions of Jews in Germany
either.
Another thing the activists are forget
ting is thatthis is not a U.S. war. This is the
largest coalition of fo rces the world has
ever seen.
All this goes to show that this war is a
moral imperative.
As I write this, Radio Baghdad has
announced that Hussc:in has ordered his
troops out of Kuwait. I pray our leaders
have the good sense to realize, now that
war has started, that retreat isn't good
enough. We should settle for nothing less
than total and unconditional surrender. l
want the entire war capabilities of Iraq to
cease to exist. I want Saddam Hussein out
of power and dead. Anything less will
have been a wa te of time.
I am n t fo led. I don't believe thi war
i for democracy. Nobody has ever aid it
was. But it is a moral imperative. I hate
war. There is, however, an Italian proverb
which says. "Make yourself sheep and the
wolves will eat you."
I think Patrick Henry said it best when
he addressed the Virginia Assembly in
1775, "Is life so dear or peace so sweet as
to be purchased at the price of chains and
slavery?"
But then again I guess he was just a
fascist because life under King George III
wasn' t so bad as to warrant war.

No nation can afford this war
The United States cannot afford to be
an international police force.
Throughout history. every "super
power" has tried to police their world.
And it has always led to disaster.
A country, any country. cannot afford
to watch everywhere and prepare for eve
rything. Its economy will stagnate . Its
technology, education and standard of
living will fall behind a1J others. Soon its
power will wane, taken up by energetic
Young upstarts. War, a disastrous war, is
almost always the result
We, the United States. have a responsi
bility to world peace, but the responsibil

ity to our own people is greater. We are
already the largest debtor nation in the
world. Our cities slowly die from the
cancer of crime and gang violence. The
number of illiterate adults grows each
year. as does the number of poor or home
less.
While we spend a billion dollars a day
on the war (and the price tag is projected to
go up during the ground war). more people
die from AIDS, more kids are shot due to
gang-related violence and more people die
from crack or other drug use.
We don't need a war now. We can't
afford a war. Economic analysts have said
that the war could cause our recession to
grow deeper and last longer. Bankruptcy
already threatens many cities. They can

not afford a full police force. or fire depart
ment. They can barely afford to pay for
education, even after eliminating extra
curricular activities.
People talk about the rape, pillage and
plunder of Kuwait, but what about the
rape. pillage and pl under of our own coun
try? What about the rape, pillage and
plunderofourown hometowns? We must
learn to take care of ourselves before we
can hope to take care of others. We must
fight the war against drugs. the war against
AIDS. We must fight the war against
homelessness and poverty. We must re
build our economy and our education
system. We must do all this .and more
before we can even think about policing
the world.
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This isn't a football game "Just" is just
termino ogy
To the editor:

To the editor:

ing i wp int .
Wari n ta ' m ! In th f ur
were wee · f the gulf war we have
camcdoutovcr7 .O
ortie • If
only half were mbin mi i n
and only pc pl died s a r ult
of
h tni ·sion. lh death toll
would be st.a g rin 150.000.
The dmini tration hns claimed
to have
troycd 30% of the
l.raqi fore . That would put lhe
toll of military ca ualties of
300.000. This say nothing of

civilian casualties. 1n Panama it
was ten to one (250 military, 2000
•3000 civilian; in Vietnam 3 to 1;
WWII saw 55 m·mon casualties
with a ppr ximately a 4 to 1 civil·
iao to military ratio.
o good can result from thi
conflict for any of the parties in·
vo1ved. To quote a line from
'The Son f onte Cristo". an
old movie I aw r ccntly, 'Jhe
power of ruplomacy is that the
people do not learn the truth until
it i too late . LcC s hope iti not
too late. We must top thi war
n W.

This i in re. pon e to both Gary F. Brooks' lctt rand Tho
ma Gnau• upposcdly unbiased statement toward peace ac
tivi. . Have either of you cv r talked to any dy who, God
forbid, might look like a hippie and is a peace advicator? If you
did. y u might find out a few things.
F r in tance. we kn w Saddam is a "bad" guy. He' like
any other diet.al r who will do anything for hi own gains.
Sure, he• g t t g . Even after we hypocritically upported
him during th Iraq-Iran war. So we peace advicat
fc l that
ddam had never en given the chance by m ney making
w p n indu trie to be athreat, we w uldn't be eeing thi
threat right n w. Can you blame u for b ing di ccrning? If
our weapon indu tri
had been more di cerning or the
weapons indu trie of our allie • our people and their
wouldn't be dying by our technological ingenuity! That
actually goes to show how ignorant we really are.
Forget Peace! That's such an antiquated notion right now;
nobody will buy that one (except tho e people who really
understand the justification for peace). But let's talk reality.
After our veterans come home maimed physically or mentally
(even as honored veteran ), they'll face high unemployment,
high inflation and a meager military veteran • stipend to
survive on. They might even end up on the streets homeless.
We have more problem here in this country: economic, social
and political apathy for voter's rights than I have ever seen or
heard about. Wene d to work here at home first and then solve
the rest of the world's problems.
And as for a just war, any war can be called "just" just to
make it ound good. America claimed every war against the
American Indian was just. and that was just genocide. Wake
up Ameri and clea n up your own backyard.
Catherine Vance
Ge l gy

gul.

So what good is Peter Arnett anyway?
To the editor:
So what good is Peter Arnett
anyway?
During the opening stage of
the Gulf War. Arnett was the only
western journalist reporting from
Baghdad. Even the "big three"
broadcast networks acknowledge
the importance of Arnett' s re
ports, despite the fact that he is
not affiliated with them. The
Pulitzer Prize winning journalist
has provided an exclusive inter
view with Saddam Hussein.
which quells any rumours that the
Iraqi president might be dead. and
Arnett has given information
about the on-going allied air
raids on Baghdad from the Iraqi
point of view.
So what good is Peter Arnett
anyway?
In fact, what good is any on
the-scene Persian Gulf report
from any journalist anywhere
these days?
Updates from Saudi Arabia.
Israel and Baghdad are "cleared
by their respective censors.
Even Pentagon briefings from
the commander of allied forces,
General Norman Schwarzkopf.
are limited in the information

given to the press and the Ameri
can people.
All of this ha led to cries of
censor hip on coverage of the
war.
Pool reporters covering allied
activity are restricted in their
reporting of troop movements,
casualties and type of aircraft and
other hardware used in the war.
Correspondents from Jerusa
lem are restricted in their disclo
sure of the exact locations of
SCUD impacts, of Patriot missile
batteries and even their own loca
tions.
Peter Arnett is resticted in his
reporting of everything. The
reason for restrictions? National
security. Obviously the United
States does not want the enemy to
know anything more than it al
ready does.
But how can security be
achieved in the age of immediacy
in media and the liberal• s fear of
censorship? The line between
national security and free press
has never been finer.
Now let's get back to "so what
good is Peter Arnett anyway?"
New York Times' critic Walter
Goodman asks whether Arnett is
doing all he can do under the

watchful eye of Iraqi officials or
whether he i
imply an Iraqi
propaganda channel. (Insistence
by the Iraqi that allied b mbing
destroyed a factory which manu
factures baby fonnula is an ex
ample. The U.S. military said
that the factory was a biological
weapons plant.) The Iraqis know
that the world is watching CNN
for war news. and they wanted to
use it to tell their side of the story.
So they allowed Arnett to stay
and kicked everyone else out.
Speculation is that the other
broadcast networks and news
services were ordered out be
cause Iraq didn't feel they had the
reach that CNN has.
So what is to be done? How
can we protect the troops in the
desert while giving explicit, fac
tual reporting on anything and
everything newsworthy we can
get our hands on? In two words:
we can•t.
Picture the following sce
nario: A press conference is held
on January 14. 1991, telling the
world that the United States and
the allied forces will attack on
January 16 at 6:30 p.m. Eastern
Time. Our primary targets will
be military installations in

Baghdad and Iraq as well as
Kuwait. While the planes are in
the air, they will attack the presi
dential palace of Saddam
Hussein.
Then the media have exclu
sive interviews with top U.S.
generals, government officials
and the president himself. all
detailing the entire allied opera
tion. This is then broadcast to the
entire world, especially Baghdad.
Naturally, this is one extreme.
The other is absolutely no news at
all or complete denial or lies
about the allied operations in the
Middle East.
Flag-waving
Americans certainly wouldn't
put up with that.
The solution? Logically, it
would be somewhere in the
middle. We cannot reveal infor
mation that could jeopardize the
operation or the troops. It's bad
enough, some say, that Saddam is
watching CNN. It was rumored
that American officials were get
ting ticked at Bernard Shaw.John
Hollimon and Peter Arnett for
their unrestricted on-the-scene
reporting in a hotel room over
looking Baghdad during the
opening days of the operation.
On the liberal front, the truth

must be known. It is the duty of
the fourth and fifth estates to keep
America and the world informed
on what is really going on.
Accompli hing both seems
terribly difficult if not im pos
sible. What needs to be done is to
unite both the press and the gov
ernment. traditional foes, to serve
each other•s interests the best
they can. Regular military brief
ings by the Pentagon and the
military keep the press generally
satisfied with updates on the
progress of Desert Storm without
getting too specific. Reports
from Saudi Arabia and Israel are
checked by officials before being
released. Infonnation is being
delivered for those who want to
know without letting them . or
others. know too much.
It has come down to this:
Freedom of the press has become
so powerful that the very govern
ment which allows such freedom
to exist has seen the need to limit
its capabilities to ensure the
safety of those who are fi ghti ng
and dying to preserve such a
democracy.
Go figure.
Michael J. Frazier
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Americans assume too much
To the editor:
When I was in the Anny sta
tioned in the 559th Artillery
Group in Vicenza, Italy, I took a
class on the Vietnam War from
the University of Maryland. The
professor that taught the course
attributed our initial involvement
in South East Asia to one basic
factor: Failure of th American
people to question basic as ump
tions that have been ingrained
into the American p yche incc
th founding of thi country. The
bigge t sumption that Ameri
can hold i the as umption that
the United State i more right
eous and blessed than any other
country.... With that in mind, I
argue that we are not in the
Middle East because of loyalty to
a friendly nation that has been
invaded or violations of human
rights, or dare I say it, "for oil".
We are involved in a struggle
with Iraq because we assume that
we have a responsibility and a
right to play world policemen and
decide the fate of other regions.
This assu mption began to take
root when our forefathers left the
corrupt and unjust political sys
tems of Europe to fonn a new and
better nation. The feelings of
supremacy grew with our v1 tory
over Bri tain, the mightic t mili
tary power of its time, in the War
oflndependence. The expanding
of our borders from coa t to coast
was another significant contribu-

tion to this assumption. In World
War I and World War II, we came
to the aid and saved them from
total destruction in both war ..
. . . In Vietnam, our national
character created the assumption
that communi m was monolithic,
that Vietnam was of vital impor
tance to our national security,
and that our righteous and blessed
military might could easily de
feat the backward Asians. By the
way, the Asians were not granted
the right of self-determination by
the United States a' w re We t
ern Europeans after WWII (ra
ci m at its be t). The e a ump
tion led to "misinformation and
misperception " cau ing "mis
judgements as to where a nation's
interests lie and what can be ac
complished". (McNamara, New
York Times, February 7, 1991)
In the Middle East, we have
again failed to question our basic
assum ptions. We are ass uming
that we have a legitimate right to
dominate another region of the
world. We are assuming that we
must be the leader in this new
world order, and that we will
remain the leader even though we
no longer have the economic
might to back us up.
George Bush has not ques
tion d Lhesc a umption that lie
at the very core of our foreign
policy. Bush has gone from a
small defensive force in the re
gion al ng with economic sanc
tions, to a large offensive force,

to initiating offensive action. He
has gone from defending Saudi
Arabian oil fields to liberating
Kuwait, to destruction of the Iraqi
state in order to remove Hussein
from power. In doing so, he has
backed himself into a comer that
he will have to fight to get out of
and save himself from political
embaras ment.
We caused the revolution and
suffering in Cambodia. We did
nothing when Turkey overran
Crete. We did not even give solid
support to the pc pie of the Baltic
state who ek their own free
dom and elf-detennination. We
encouraged the as as ination of
Diem in Vietnam. We helped
with the a sassination of a fairly
elected leader in Chile and re
placed him with a dictator who
inflicted enonnous suffering to
his own people. And Israel has
constan tly repressed the Pales
tinians since its creation after
WWII. I guess these are unim
portant examples of aggression
and violations of human rights
that do not deserve attention.
President Johnson and his
administration failed to question
their assumptions about Amer
ica's dead. I would rather the
United States suffer a little politi
cal embarra sment and lea e the
Middle East, than lo c one
American life in the conflict.
Mike O'Neal
Senior, Political Science

Should you love it or leave it?
To the editor:
"Love it or leave it." I often
hear this chant angrily expressed
at peace rally's these days. It
isn't a new or creative phrase
which attempts to conceptualize
the views of people who believe
in the war effort but rather it is a
message which communicates
strong intolerance and lack of
acceptance for divergent or criti
cal thought I haven't yet heard
any ideas from these pro-war,
anti-peace people that differ from
the U.S. government line. The
way I see i~ the only thing these
people are protesting is my right
and others to protest the war and
George Bush. "Love it or leave
it," I've heard this phrase many
times before this war began, and
I fully expect people, who are
uncritical and insensitive to the
First Amendmen~ to continue to
yell, "Love it or leave it" Rather
than focus on this discouraging
reality, I'd like to analyze this
message further.
The U.S. has neglected to
make improvements in providing
Prenatal care, preventing low

birthweight babies and infant
mortality ; immun ization rates
have actually fallen . Is the U.S.
one of the 70 nations worldwide
that provide medical care and
financial assistance to all preg
nant women? NO. Since I do not
"love" this and I will protest,
should I leave?
The U.S. has a 2 - 3x higher
child poverty rate than 7 other
industrialized countries. One in 5
children live in poverty (every 53
minutes an American child dies
because of poverty - 10,000 chil
dren die daily). Is the United
States one of 63 nations world
wide that provide a family allow
ance to workers and their chil
dren? NO. Since I do not "love"
this and I will protest, should I
leave?
I have even more concerns
and issues regarding the priori
ties of our government, including
this war. Does that mean I should
leave?
To those who chant "love it or
leave it": Does it mean if you
don't love governmental tax in
creases that you should leave too?
Does it mean that if Dukakis was

elected president and you op
posed his policies that you should
leave? Does it mean that if you
don' t love the rights granted to all
citizens with different views, as
provided in the U.S. Constitution,
and you intimidate and verbally
threaten their expulsion from the
country, that you should leave?
My answer to that question is
"YES!" and I would suggest that
you find a country where only
one view, yours, is allowed and
enforced. This special request
goes out to the anti-peace person
at Thursday's war protest who
yelled "Get off my campus and
get off my continent... I don't
want to see you here." Just imag
ine Mr. War, none of these pesty
"peace demonstrators" or "bleed
ing-heart liberals" would be al
lowed to dissent in your one-view
world. If I may allow myself this
one indulgence, next time you see
or hear people with different
views than yourself, "Love it or
leave iL" This is America after
all, isn't it?
Alexa C. Zalopany
WSU Peace Coalition
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lendar
Thursday, Feb 28
Lynch Mob with
Steelheart & Naked Truth
Bogart's, 7 p.m.
Friday, Mor 1
The Lee McKinney Trio and
Melanie Moore
Jazz at the C nter Serles
Focutty Dining Room, 4-7 p. m.
University Chamber Singers
Crea ive Arts Center Conce Hall
8p.m.
.. Who Am I This nme •
Yellow Springs Center S age
A o Mar 2, 3 and 7-10
Dead Man's Hand·
Folrbo n Playhouse
Also Mar 2, 8, 9, 15 and 16
Slayer wrth
Testament
Cincinnati Gardens, 8 p .m.
Saturday, Mar 2
Dream G'rl Centerfolds &
Arch rival
Bogart's. 7.30 p.m .
Sunday, Mar 3
University Concert Bond. Brass
Choir and Trombone Ensemble
Creative Arts Center Concert Hall
2:45 p .m.
Maggie's Dream
Bogart's, 7 p.m.
Monday, Mor 4
Anthony Libby
The Poetry Forum
Larry's Bar, OSU, 7 p.m.
Kllllng Joke with
Slamming Watusis
Bogart's, 7 p.m.
Hall and Oates
Ohio Theatre, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, Mor 5
University Chamber Orchestra
Creative Arts Center Concert Hall
8p.m.
Student Woodwind Quintet
Faculty Dining Room, 12 p.m.

Michael St. Pierre and Susan Blackwell as Petruchlo and Katherina In the WSU theatre production, ''The Taming
of the Shrew."

Something old, new,
borrowed, ''Shrew''
Steve McCain
Staff
To modernize or not to modernize? That is
the question.
Before the curtain rose for the WS U theater
production of Shakespeare's 'The Taming of
the Shrew" Feb. 20, I wondered how and why
the play would be modernized.
The plot involves two planned marriages
and a court jester, and deals with a female's
role in a male-dominated society. Could the
play really be transplanted into the 1990s?
Among the things which helped make this
production succeed was the staging. Elizabe
than tradition demands simple scenery, but the
stage crew was not to be left out They added a
whole new dimension to Shakespeare's
work-literally. A raked stage, resembling a
hardwood floor, stretched clear to the front row

and transformed the theater into a gymna
sium of a posh country club.
The make-up was also a noteworthy suc
cess. Shortly after the play began, a lady
leaned over to me and asked, "Have you ever
seen that old guy before?" She pointed to
Jason E. Hays playing Gremio, a decrepit
old man. When I answered, "Yes," she
wanted to know just how old he really was.
I have seen Hays before and I know he is not
old, but his makeup and acting had me
second guessing myself.
The partS of Katherina and Petruchio,
played by Susan Blackwell and Michael St
Pierre respectively, were showcases for
some of the best all-around perfonning I've
seen. They worked their comical way
through a boxing ring, a show-stopping
soliloquy, and some classic "sun, moon and
stars" Shakespearean poetry to tickle, capti
vate and spellbind the audience.

Despite all of these successes, I still won
dered: Why modernize the play? Then dur
ing one exit, Gremio (Hays) fell to the stage
floor. As the scene faded away, he spoofed
an infamous TV commercial. The elderly
Gremio cried, "I've fallen and I can't get
up!"
Suddenly it hit me. I realized that when
Shakespeare wrote the farce some 400 years
ago, he didn't intend it to be archaic. He
created a modem, hip and happenin' com
edy full of puns, cliches and satires appropri
ate for the time. He colored his comedy with
beautiful poetry and prose. Director Law
rence Broglio and the rest of the theater
deparunent simply translated the play for
today's audience by changing the look.
They preserved the beauty of Shakespeare's
Elizabethan linguistics while updating the
humor.
All in all, not a bad marriage.
•

f
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Former Police
member resists arrest
of creative capacities
Sting is back!
Eric Robinette
Staff
After a e vere bout with
writer's block for the three year
follow ing the death of his fath r,
Sting h bounced b k to pr uce
his st and mo t heartfelt album,
'The Soul Cages."
Sling's previous solo efforts
have been criticized for having
heavy-handed, overly literate lyr
ics and for being a departure from
pop rock music. What makes 'The
Soul Cages" great is the intriguing
spin that Sting has put on both his
music and his lyrics.
While the lyrics are as serious
and probing as those on Sling's
earlier albums, they attract more
attention because th.is time they are
unified by a common thread. Yes,
this is a concept album. The songs,
filled with such disturbing, recur
ri ng images as de olate sea voy
ages, hulking hip , lo t ou l and
lo t father ,repre entSung's quc t
to comprehend and cope with his
lo ses, which include missed op
portunities ("I land of Souls") and

religious uncertainty ("All This
Time").
These are thought-provoking
lyrics that would leave the listener
emotionally drained, were it not
for the music that accompanies
th m.
Sting mu t have realized the
overwhelming power of his lyric
when he igned on hi old Poli c
co -producer, Hugh Padgham
("Gho t in the Machine" and
"Sy hronicity"), to work with him .
ConsequenLly, the album marks a
return to an accessible but expan
sive pop rock sound that eases the
burden of the somber lyrics with
out compensating any of their
power.
As an added bonus, the tra ks
have been engineered in Q-Sound,
a revolutionary new 3-D process
that makes the music seem to
emanate from the room rather than
the speakers, as if the room were
the recording studio.
With the combination of the
glorious s nics and the absorbing,
intr pccti vc lyrical concept, "The
Soul age " mark Sting' as
tounding, triumphant return to top
fo rm .I t'senought makeonew i h
he would get wri ter's block more
often.
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No, because God Is not
compassionate enough to
get us out of flnals.
C. Shoop, K. Allison, J.
Kolaczkowskl, M. Finch

It's the end of the world as
we know It, cause I feel fine.
Katelyn Roldt

No, I feel that the end may
be near, but no man
(acco rding to the Bllble)
knows t he time of the
second coming. More
prophecies need to be
fulfilled first.
Melanle Moore, graduate of Central State University and
the studios and clubs of New York City, wlll be at WSU on
March 1 for Jazz at the Center.

No. We don't want to waste
all of our shiny new
weapons we just paid
bllllons for.
Patrick Glllog ly

No! The Bible says that
after Armageddon, we get
1000 years of peace.
Eloy Hernandez, Jr.

Yes, I believe the world may
come to an end soon.
Nostradamus predict s the
destruction of Earth before
the year 2000. He has made
too many correct
predictions to be taken
lightly.

Chris Robinson
Michelle Owen
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Guest lecturer pushes for
pressure, potential, peace
K vin Kearn y _ _ __
Sp tli ht Edit r

Discover Kink.o's for a job
well done. Guaranteed.
When you come to Kink.o's, you can r st ea in the
knowledge that your job will be don rtght. th fir t
Um . We're o oncem d with quality that we of~ r a
ompl t guarant of ati fa Uon on
all of our rvi
.. . n if: .
nd . r b t .
com
job w 11
uar nt d.

Open 24 H ours
429-2585
2G4

lon ·l
1ligh va
A< r s from utt ·r

cnt r

kinko·s·

the copycenter
Link 1d the peace team are
m c of people from different
countric and different cultural
backgrounds who Iive together in
a cooperative:
"They're people who are
ready to go into a war wne and
ri k their lives, but not willing to
ill an1
y.
"Our pre n c wor s to pr t t p pie b u e we go armc
with a amcra, and we go into
pl cc where we've
n mv1t
and where int mation pr . ur
m . a iffcr n c nthcg cm-

For other Dayton lo ation .

Mary C. Link, International secretary for Peace Brigades
ln'.ernational , was th e guest lecturer Feb. 19 for the Second
An nual Peace Lecture, sponsored by the Wright State
Peace Studies Assoc lat lobn .

m nL"

, wh lh r y u r lizc it r i tan
Many p pie refrain from
vi lent re istan e:
"The two-year- Id y 'no',
ing all th y can be, Link id,
''The biggest expert in non and the l\ o-ycar-0ld i tubborn becau of peer pressure:
violent r i tancein my opinion i and r i ts. Very oft n the parent
"Wedon'talways pay attention
th tw -year- Id, and c cry
y u uallywin inlhcend, utthetw  to what' in urgutassLr nglyas
h re h be n tw year old in year-old ometim
ha b en we pay att ntion t wh t people
y ur ast. So you 'r all really known to win, ,by hi n nvi l nt outside of u t 11 u to do."
w
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AppearingDai(v
No Cover Charge
Dayton's Finest Female Dancers

Doors Open at 3:00 P.M.
For more information, cell 274-2770.
3830 North DiAie Drive

Student dances to degree
Kevin Kearney
potlight Editor
The way to a man's heart
may be through his tomach,
but the way to Shanda Finley's
college education is through
her belly.
Shanda, a communication
major in her second year at
WSU, pays for her college
expenses with the money she
earns through belly dancing.

She doesn't have to work; her hus
band, Rich, is a fighter pilot and
earns enough to support her and
their three-year-old, Shawn.
"Rich told me, 'You're going to
school, if I have to sell one of my
shotguns,"' Shanda said, "but I en
joy dancing."
Shanda does about 15 to 18
shows a month and is able to pick
and choose, scheduling them
around her classes. The shows are
booked through her agent at Fiddle

sticks.
"I do mostly birthday belly
grams, u ually for a milestone
birthday-30, 40 even 60-year
olds," Shanda said. "I don't do
bachelor parties, though. What
they really want is a stripper."
For Shanda, belly dancing is
more than a means of expressing
herself or a way to pay for col
lege:
"Belly dancing even pays for
the childcare."

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

All Male R view
Showtime 9:00
18 and Older
Special Drink prices For the Ladies

Call for Reservations 274-2270
THURSDAY NIGHT

Female Review
Showtime 9:00
18 and Older
Special Drink prices For the Men

Call for Reservations 274-2270

._______'4_L_\N_~-~-""-'-~-~ ------
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Rich Warren
Staff
Spring bre
ap
proaching, and many of us are busy
planning our vacations. But where
will we go this year? Between the
recc ion and ri ing ga pric s, the
ch nccs of an e otic trip arc lim.
But who need Florida? With a
little planning, you can gel away
fr m it all and still tay in Ohio.
How, you a k? Ea y. What
lt r way tog t away, than with a
ba kpack on your ba k.
Ohio ha f ur ba kpack trail ,
not including the Buck ye trail, all
of which are located in the south
eastern corner of the state.
Burr Oak State Park offers a 29
mile trai l around a 640 acre lake,
perfect for a three or fo ur day trip.
There are three diffcrent camp
sites, two have water and toilets
while the third is primitive. How
ever, the water has been turned off
over winter, so you will need to
bring your own.
Buur Oak also connects with
the Wildcat Hollow Trail, in adja
cent Wayne National Forest This
trail has been described as one of
Ohio's best hiking paths. It is easy
to walk and well marked. Plus, you
can camp anywhere along the trail.
However, the Wayne National
Forest lacks the luxuries of water,
toilets or trash-cans. Fortunately,
this trail and the Burr Oak trail
connect in an hourglass shape with
the main parking lot at the center.
There you can dispose of your
trash and pick up more water and

equipmenL
Shawnee State Forest boasts a
slightly larger backpack trail. Over
...

. .. . ..

36 miles long. It is perfect for one
to seven day trips. The park covers
over 59,000acres of"Ohio's Little
Smokies", once the hunting
ground of the Shawnee Indian.
Many campsites dot the trail.
All but one have out-hou es and
fre h water.
Zale ki State Fore t, nam d
after the exiled count P t r Zale
ski, probably has the mo tinter t
ing hi tory of all the ba kpa k
trail . While Zale ki never aw the
land that now bar s hi name, he
did inv t in a mining c mpany
and ir n furnace in Vint n County.
Ten year after the Civil War,
the company wen t bankrupt. But
by that time it had denatured al l of
the hi lls for miles. Later, duri ng the
mid- twentieth century, the streams
and rivers turned acidic from
sulphur mining. Today Vinton
County's primary income comes
from coal mining, logg ing and
tourism.
This may seem a strange spot
for a backpacking trail, but don't
let that dissuade you. The only
remains of the old mining com
pany are the Hope Furnace and a
few hauling trails.
The 26,000 acre state park has
10 to 19 mile trails and three camp The stone arch bridge over the Upper Falls begins a hike
sites, each equipped with privies, on Grandma Gatewood Tran of Hocking Hiiis State Park.
fire rings and fresh water- perfect
for a three day weekend.
While the infonnation here can
Columbus. OH 43224
Buckeye Trail Association
get you started, you will need to get
(614) 265..()(j()S
P.0.Box254
more information before planning
Worthington. OH 43085
a backpacking trip.
Ohio Divisio ofTravel and
These trails were chosen from
TourlSm
Ohio Dept. of Natural Re
Ralph Ramey's ''Fifty Hikes in
P.O. Box 1001
sources
Ohio." This book offers further
Columb OH43211
Publications Center
information on these areas and lists
(800) 282-5393
4383 Fountain Square Drive
many sites for day hikes.

Hiking Resources
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Smart tanning for spring break

Don't ask why, just
"Party Smart"
Holly Roberts
Assistant Spotlight Editor

Some spring breakers soak up the Florida sun on Daytona Beach.

Sun protection tips:
take it with you
to other tender areas which may
Connie J. Hart :=:Q: burn easily.
""

Editor-in-Chief

-J
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Here are a few tips on a quiring
a great spring break tan without the
painful aftermath:
• U a sun protection fa tor
(SPF) every place kin is exposed
to the sun. Skin on the face is espe
cially delicate and is more suscep
tible to burning. Also pay attention

• F the first few days stay
with a SPF of 15. But if you started
with a higher PF the fir t day, you
can move down to SPF 15 y the
third day. After the third d yin the
un, you can begin to u lower
SPF , d pending on your natural
in tone n c lor.
• U e the e guid lin
f r
moving d wn th SPF 1 der:
Very fair to f; ir kin- stay
with SPF 15
Fair to meclium skin- drop
down o SPF 10
Meclium to light tan skin- Try
SPF 10 or 8
Tan to olive skin hould be
safe with SPF 8 or 6
Deep tan to dark skin- Use
SPF4

• If you plan on being in the sun
for more than four or five days,
slowly drop your SPF number so
you can maintain a beautiful tan
without the burning or peeling.
• It is important to keep a
higher number SPF on your face.
This will help prevent your skin
fr m wrin ling later on in lif .
• Keep y ur skin prote tor in
your beverage c ler and apply it
when it i cold to
th your hot
kin.
*Zinc o ide i available in a
rain w f lor and i a fun altcr
native to 1 ti n or oil .
• Finally, it is a good idea to
take a break from the sun for a day
or two. There are many sightseeing
activities and attractions open dur
ing Spring Break.
A great tan will look and last
even better if you get it the right
way and will feel much better if
you protect yourself and avoid the
nuisance of sunburns.

Even though the winter blues are setting in, d n 't fret because
Spring Break 1991 is right around the comer.
Along with the hot sun and the company of the oppo ite sex
th re will al o be partie , parti s and more parties. After all,
pring break is a venture from th ordinary r utine of exam , all
night tudying and tr . But in th mid t of 11 th fun and
partying, rem m r to "party mart."
r-dnv n pro ram pon r by Th Beer
Party Smart i a
Drink r f Am nca Party mart. Th program pr mote re pcm
ibl drinking and m ration by tho who c
to drink. Il
al provide an alcoh l awarene educational program targeted
at tudents between the ages of 21 and 35.
Over 700 college campuses use the party sman material and
encourage students to party sman.
When you are drinking, th re are several things to remember
and consider:
*Know your limit and stay within it. Because the heat causes
a person to feel the effects more quickly, it is important to try to
stay within a set limit.
•Eat plenty offood and snacks to help slow the effects of the
alcohol. This way the food will absorb some of the alcohol, and
the alcohol won 'tjust enter your blood stream. Remember, how
much you've eaten will effect how the alcohol effects you.
*It is a good idea to take a cooler with you that contains soft
drinks and plenty offood for those who choose not to drink.
*It is important to know what you are drinking, the kind of al
cohol in the drink and how much al ohol thc drink contain .
*Try to pread out the c n umption of al ohol intake. On an
average, your body proc
one half-ounce of al ohol per hour.
*Try to plan other a tivitie other than just drinking. There are
many thing to do that ha e nothing to do with drinking. Al o, be
sure that at lea tone hour before leaving an event you switch from
r to soda. Thi will h Ip hin r the effec the alcohol might
h ve on you.
*DO NOT und r any conclition , let someone who hash d too
much to drink drive. Try to designate a non-drinking driver and
always carry money for a cab, just in case you need iL
*Remember that the most casual activities such as swimming,
volleyball and even frisbee can end in disaster if someone has had
too much to drink.
Stay in control and drink responsibly. This doesn't mean you
can't have fun. Just be sure to Party Sman.

hat's new in video

Scott Henderson~
Staff
~ (Bruce Willis) one-man war.
Die Hard 2: Die Harder

Straight from the horse's
mouth comes, "Bigger, badder,
louder," a three word summary
from Bruce Willis for his action
packed sequel to "Die Hard."
Simply pu~ I couldn't agree more.
Although some feats became
rather unbel' vable, I found my
self indulged m a non-stop adven
ture through John McClaine's

Once again John finds himself
in an aggravating isolation against
several enemies including the po
lice and a band of renegade terror
ists. But this time instead ofa high
rise, the action talces place in an
international airport
The setting alone allows for
endless schemes which takes "Die
Hard 2" to new heights. From the
edge of a helicopter to a snowmo
bile parade, this movie leaves little
to the imagination.

tips the scales on the low
budget horror movie.
Two story-telling travelers
swap tall tales in the old West, each
trying to out-tale the other. Morri
son (J runes Earl Jones) is a ruthless
bounty hunter whose main objec
tive is to instill fear in his city
Grim Prairie Tales
slicker (Brad Dourif) counterpart.
Each tale grows more and more
What do you get when you
combine ghost stories with cow vivid for Morrison as he relishes in
the terror of his new-found friend.
boys?
The wildest West you've ever What the rustler doesn't know is
that it's not the stories he tells that
seen. "Grim Prairie Tales"

Although the events exagger
ate reality, "Die Hard 2" should be
taken on a strictly entertainment
basis.
Well worth your money for a
rental.

unnerves him.
The movie gives a fresh look to
Jones, whose character is far dif
ferent from any he has ever played.
Unfortunately the stories, which
unfold visually on the screen when
being tol~ were more interesting
than terrifying.
If you're looking for a truly
horrifying movie, pass this one by.
On the other hand, if you like
James Earl Jones or perhaps an
interesting character study, this
movie provides both.
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Saddam invades spring break
Terrorism
a factor in
vacation
planning
Holl Roberts

A i tant
Spotlight Editor

.
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With spring break peeping at us
from around the comer, it's tough
to forget a war is being waged in
the Middle East The grisly specter
ofsome terrorist attack marring the
general fun and festivities of a trip
to Aorida isn't very far-fetched.
Donna M. Schlagheck, associ
ate political science professor, was
able to provide some information
on terrorism and how it could pos
sibly affect spring break.
Schlagheck says several mili
tary installations in Florida are
guarded with maximum security;
therefore, the terrorist may go
somewhere more accessible:

"Terrorists like highly visible
targets, highly vulnerable targets.
The military installations would be
attractive targets but too hard to get
to. So the terrorist might tum to a
civilian target such as a mall."
Schlagheck says Daytona, where
security is so difficult and there are
so many young people gathered,
could be a target:
"A college collection of stu
dents is one of the mo t cherished
groups in our population. They are
the next generation. If there were a
terrori t attack, p aking hypo
thetically, that would be the place.
"American would reel. It
would hurt and really hit home."
Schlagheck says there are sev
eral precautions you can take and
still have a great time without
worries:
•When traveling by air be sure
to leave about two hours early. At
this time, there are no curb-side
check-ins at the airport and they go
thoroughly through luggage.
•When purchasing your ticket,
try to avoid the first five rows, the
last five rows and the aisle seats
and don't dwell by the ticket
counter. One of the best things to
do is to stay infonned. Watch CNN
and read the paper.

What's this? Wright State has
a skiing club?
Yes, it does and surprisingly
enough, the WSU Ski Club has
been around for almost 15 years.
"Every weekend , we usually
go somewhere," said Dave Guer
riero, the club's vice president.
"There's usually a local trip each
weekend. We usually go to Mad
River Moutain in Bellefontaine.
We've gone on two big trips. One
to Boyne Highlands in Michigan
and Snowshoe, West Virginia."
The club is planning an even
bigger trip for spring break. They
will be spending one week in
Winter Park, Colorado.

skiing.
"We'll be driving down in
vans and staying in full furnished
condos that have pools and hot
tubs," said Mike Berman, the
trip's co-chairman. "Everything
is close to the lift, and there is a
shuttle service that takes you
anywhere around town for free.
There will be ski rentals available
at extra cost, like $7.00 a day. It' s
high-rated equipment. The only
thing you have to provide is your
own food. Drive out should be
pretty fun, even though its a long
one."
Right now they're expecting
at least 20 people to go, and they
hope for more.

\. \I,

"Life a nd Nothing But"
Little Art Theatre
Mar 16
Sting
C incinnati Gardens
Mar 16, 8 p .m.
"Dead Man's Hand"
Fairborn Playhouse
Mar 16
"Music Man"
Boll Theatre, UD
Mar 16-23
Setting the Stage: Art
Columbus Museum of Art
Mar 16-24
'"I'm Not Rappaport"
Dayton Playhouse
Mar 16-17
Easter Gitt Show
Hara Arena
Mar 16-17
Donna Schlagheck, associate professor of political
science, says terrorists could look at large spring break
crowds as potential targets.

WSU ski club plans powder party
;!~~ts~~~::~i!i(q~f=~~~:e~di:~ea1r!:1:•::~~~
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"It's one of the best ski places
in the U.S. that is affordable,"
Guerriero said. "People inter
ested in going can reduce cost by
working at fund.raising events
that the club is having. One of our
fundraising events will be work
ing in the Nutter Center conces
sions.
We have a credit system. The
more people work, the bigger the
share of the profit they will get.
Profit is split between those who
work. If you don• t want to pay a
lot, you can prevent it. But
you've got to get into it now."
The club has meetings every
Thursday at 8 p.m. in room 045 of
the University Center.
Their list includes close to 90
people that are members, mean

ing that they have shown up to at
least one event. ·
The club always welcomes
beginners.
"We have two instructors that
are members, Kris Smith and Jeff
Matthews," Guerriero said. "Kris
races at Perfect North in Indiana.
The experienced people can help
out the beginners."
"We do want people to know
that we're not just a winter club,"
Guerriero said. "When it gets
warm, we plan on doing water
skiing, white water rafting,
canoing and other things."
If anyone is interested in join
ing the club or going on the trip,
go to the meetings on Thursdays
or call Mike Berman at 879-6516
or Dave Guerriero at 890-1077.

Coin Expedition
Hara Arena
Mar 16- 17
"Dracula "
Dayton Ballet
Victoria Theatre
Mar 16-17
Planetary Weat her
Dayton Museum of Natu
ral History
Mar 16-31
.. Jesus of Montreal"
Dabel Theater
Mar 17, 3:30 p .m.
"Reversal of Fortune·
Little Art Theatre
Mar17-19
Opera with The Pearl
Fishers
Memorial Hall
Mar 17, 19 and 23
Theresa Hom
Poetry Forum
Larry's Bar, OSU
Mar 18, 7 p.m.
Pirin, Bulgarian National
Folk Ensemble
Victoria Theatre
Mar 19. 7:30 p.m.
"Tune in Tomorrow ... "
Little Art Theatre
Mar 20-23
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The real world rears its ugly head on Tom Gnau
Thomas Gnau
News Editor
I'd hate to say the fun is over,
but maybe the fun is over.
Pretty soon this boy i going
to be graduating. Thi is, in fact,
my last quarter. I'm about to tep
into the maw of a rece sed econ
omy and many of you are about
to teponto orida andwetwith
r. Wh re would you rather
?
Daily I'm a aulted with
h d.Jin telling of the horrible
condition of th con my:
..You' 11 never find a job."
' Four year or coll g , nd
you're going to starve.,,
..It's all fornothing; give up."

"Devastation, angst, and Tom
Gnau: A profile "
And that's the good news.
My timing i , shall we say.
less than opportune. At heart I'm
an optimist, but these are the
times that try men' souls. Or
th e are the souls that try men's
times. Or something. I don't
know. But while you guy are
having fun in the un, I'll be
around in a uit and tie, d ing the
intcrvi w-thing.
pring br ak
form thi y r.
I'm n t compl ining. Ev ry
thing in i tim , right?
The problem i j alou y. My
friend eep r minding me that
th y're still children and I'm a
grown-up, intelligent, mature,

re pon ible, advanced, ripened,
jaded, a worldly adult. They razz
me about it:
Cru 1 friend: "Found a job
yet, Tom?"
Poor Tom: ..Leave me alone."
Cruel fri nd: "I gu
you
w n't be able to go to Florida
with u , huh? Too bad! Har, har,
har."
Poor Tom: "Leave me alone."
Cruel friend: "Times are hard.
Maybe you should apply to
graduate school."

Poor Tom: "Maybe you
should leave me alone."
You see how it goes. I com
fort myself with the knowledge
that I am not alone; in not too
much time, they will join me in
the almighty Job Hunt.
Suddenly, though, I see my
self in about a year. I'll have a
place, a car, a life tyle of my
own. My friends may have an
other week of Florida under their
b It , but I'll be (drum roll
pl
) INDEPENDENT.
Ye . Theque tion i , will I b
ind p ndently w ting away on
the trcct in an alcoholic haze, or
independently comfortable?
Dunno. I'll condition myself
with positive thinking, even

though when I go to the inter
views, I find signs that read:
"Abandon all hope, ye scurvy
college grads who enter here."
And ...
"Our Motto: More applicants
than posit.ions makes a happy
boss."'
My cruel friends, who may
take a bus down to Florida, may
encounter igns like thi :
"Plea e, do not use alcohol or
hallucinogenic drug on the
bu ."
It would be better, I think, to
take hallucinogenic drug on an
interstate bu trip, than to go to a
job interview tripping on LSD.
But wouldn't it be funny, sort
of, if I did and got hired?

On the road again?
Holly Roberts
As i tant Spotlight Editor
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Go to Florida with my
boyfriend, get a tan and
forget about school for a
week.

I would like to rent a cruise
ship for the entire week and
take off with all my friends
on a Carrlbean cruise.

Corinne Colombo

Doug Rattson

I'd Ilka to leave Dayton, but I
won't be back, pal.

I would llke to go to New
Orleans for a mission trip.

Todd McNeeley

Joelle Becher

"

~

spring~AAA

If you are planning on traveling by . Xs
has
some suggestions for a safe and hazard-free trip:
*Take an emergency kit equipped with Oare , fir t aid kit, Oa h
light and ign that say "out of gas" and "help."
*B C re you leave, kn w wh re y u arc going. Kn w th xit
ramp , int r t tc number and tr t n
Be ·ure to bring a map and hav
outlined with a highlighter.
*B f re leaving, have your car thoroughly he ·k d ya mechanic
andi n d d,ha cthc ii hanged.
* arry I ng a little ph ne
k with im rtant num rs in it in
c
fan cm r ncy.
*Take n ugh
TRA
h in c
m thing g
wr ng.
*DON'T drive if y u arc 1 py!
The e few helpful hints will make traveling e i rand safer.
Have fun!

Editor-""Kevin Kearney
Writer~Tom Gnau
Scott enderson
Holly Roberts
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Connie Hart
Cindy Horner
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Friday, Mar 1
· Alice· and .. Vincent and
Theo·
Neon Movies
Through Mar 7
Sunday, Mar 3
·Dances with Wowes·
Utt1a Art lhaatre
Through Mar 9

· The Year of Living Danger
ously·
Lenten Fiim Ser1as
Dabel Theater. 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Mar 5
..All Dogs Go to Heaven·
UCB Video, Rathskeller
Through Mar 8
·Flying Fortress.· .. News
Parade
1943" and .. Keep 'Em Flying·
Aviation Classic Rim Festtval
U.S. Air Force MuseLm, 7 :30

p.m.
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Holly Hunter and Rich Dreyfuss In the Universal release
"Once Around ."

"Once Around"
•
I once too much
Brian kelt n
taff

-----

"On e Ar und," the new com
edy- rama fr m dire t r La e
Hall trom, g t bogged d wn with
i cxtr m ly low p· e and weak
pl t.
Alfred Hitchcock on e aid
g d drama i life without the
boring parts, but creenwriter
Malia Scotch Marmo has forgotten
this entirely. This drama is life
without the interesting parts, and
the comedy just is not funny.
The plot is virtually nonexist
ent This movie tries so hard to be
like "Po tcards From the Edge"
with the emphasis on chara ter
in tcad of plot But unlike "Po L
eard ," "Once Around" ha, char
acter that are obnoxiou , boring
and extremely dense.
Renata Bella (Holly Hunter) is
the last single woman in her family
and is getting pressure from her
parents to get married. When she
finds out her boyfriend has no in
tention of marrying her, Renata
decides to change her life by I»
coming a time-share condo sales
person.

At the al training I· , ',sh
m ct Sam harpc (Rich rd
Dr ) fu ), a highly u c ful and
e tremely irritating ale man.
Renata fall f r him and take him
to m t her family. Her family
tak an in tant di like to Sam.
Th r maind r of the movie
tak the audience through Renata
and Sam's life t gether including
their marriage, their child's binh
and Sam' heart attack. Through
out all of this, the family argu
con tantly.
Dreyfuss' performance i so
annoying that he is barely tolerable
to watch. Hunter is much the same
way. She begin whining in the
first scene and never t p .
All the other pcrformancc arc
g
considering the cript they
have to work with. Danny Aiello
gives the best performance of the
group, mainly because he is the
least annoying.
If for some strange reason you
still want to see this movie, it is
playing at the Beavercreek Cine
mas, Salem Mall, Showcase Cross
Pointe and Showcase Huber
Heights. It is rated R for profanity
and adult situations.

AS NEW YORK 'S
ANGRIEST

COP
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Apple College Inf nnati n
N twork an taff r p rt

ut er
nter ha
good crowds
Th ErvinJ. Nut rC nt rhold 10,632
people and i vcraging an u ndan e of
.586 through its first 12 ba etball games.
The fir t ell-out crowd came last Tuesday
night when Wright State ho ted Xavier.

Mumphrey i

on up

.
moving

Marcus Mumphrey has moved up to
11th place on Wright State• s career scoring
list with with 1,068 points. Bill Fogt is in
the 10th spot with 1,105.

W re till the be t

Three-on-three
tourney in Y. Springs
Grand Slam Telegrams of Dayton is
sponsoring a three on three double-elimi
nation basketball toumamenL The tourna
ment will take place Sunday, March 10, at
the Yellow Springs High School main gym.
There are two men's di visions, six feet and
under and six feet and over. Team and indi
vidual trophies will be awarded. There is a
$45 registration fee due before Saturday,
March 2. There will be a limit of five
players to a team. For more information,
contact Sandra Blythe at (513) 278-6099.

Tagliabue will not
penalize Kiam
NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue
says it is not his place to penalize New
England Patriots owner Victor Kiam for an
off-color joke on the Persian Gulf war and
sportswriter Lisa Olson. "You cannot en
sure that every owner tells every joke in
good taste or that his other personal habits
are in good taste," he told ESPN.

Raiders get Maraudere
At-home
win streak
ends at 25
Cindy Horner
Sport Editor
Wright State's bid for a po t-season
tournament bid will probably fall short
after i 94-91 lo s to Central State on
Saturday night.
The men's asketball team was flying
high after pulling off one of the biggest
wins of it career la t Tuesday night
when it at Xavi r, but that win is out of
th Raid r ' mind n w b au
they
w re h t do\ n by the Marauder .

Maraud r ur l k d g
ag in t the
Raid r wh h th ir 25-game h me
winning trcak topped in front of a
crowd of 9,167.
"Their ball club played excellent,"
Coach Ralph Underhill said. "You have
to have respect for th em. (Jerry )
Vaughn's two treys back to back (in the
final minutes) is what killed us. We did a
good job of coming ba k."
Wright State, now 16-8, 12-1 at
home, was up 52-4 7 at the half, but didn •t
come out as the same team in the second
half. The Marauders took 60-57 lead
with 14:27 remaining and never gave it
back.
Marcus Mumphrey tried to tie things
up at the buzzer with a three-point at
tempt that just fell off to the right of the
bucket and slipped into the hands of a
Marauder. Mumphrey fell to the ground
in disappointmenL
Mumphrey had buried two treys with
less than a minute left to bring the Raid
ers within 92-91. The Raiders then had
its chance to go ahead, but muffed it.
They stole the ball, but it was knocked
loose from Sean Hammonds in the lane
at the 18.8 mark. After the ball rolled
around for a few seconds, CSU's Joe
Carson came up with it and was fouled
by Mumphrey.

Jeff Unverferth snags the rebound over the heads of Central State's
Francois D'ernevllle (41) and Jerry Vaughn (40).

Carson nailed them and the Raiders.
Mike Haley led Wright State in scoring
with 19 points. Bill Edwards and Ham
monds each tossed in 18.
"Their ball club did exactly what it had
to do in order to win," Underhill said. "We
could have played our best game, and they
still could have beaten us. We didn't play
thatpoorly.Wejustfellonebasketshortof
winning. It could have been a miraculous
comeback."

Could have been.
That's right, but the Raiders have im
proved greatly since the beginning of the
season.
Maybe Wright Stale didn't make it to a
post-season tournament last year, and
maybe it won't again this year. But the
Raiders are a young team that will soon be
in a conference that has an automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament. If they win the
conference, they can, t be denied.
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WSU kicks X
Cind Horner
------
Sport Editor
It wa the game that stood out
the mo ton Wright State's sched
ule, a game it felt it had to win if
there w going to be a po t-sea
son.
Ohio State was a big game, but
the Raid rs knew that they had
liule chan e a ain t the Bue s.
Xavier w a different Lory.
It was po ible. And it was
d ne, by eight points, 91-83. The
Raider jumped out on top in the
first half and never relinquished
the lead. The Raiders had the first
sell-out crowd of 10,632 on its toes
and roaring from start to finish.
''There were more people than
just those that came to the game,"
Underhill said. "There were all the
viewers and Ii tencrs from radio
and television."
Underhill was preuy drained
after the win. He spent part of the
previous night in Cincinnati as a
guest on 700 WL W's (radio station

in Cincinnati) Sports Talk speak
ing with the fonn r Bengal Cri
Colling worth and the many call
ers that phoned in.
"I was suppo ed to only tay on
for an hour, but Collmg worth let
me tay on for two," Underhill
said. "You've g t to give credit to
the Dayton area fan . They helped
me set a record n Sports Talk. It
only l k the phon 45 seconds to
all light up. That wa a r ord. The
othertwo guy that previou ly held
the record of 60
nd were Pete
Rose and Johnny Bench."
It was sweet to be on SportS
Talk, but the win was even
sweeter.
"It was like Christmas," Under
hill stated. "It was an exciting win
for the coaches and players, for the
university. It was a gratifying win.
It ranks right up there with Dayton.
There's a lot of real good wins for
us, and this one ranks in the top
five."
The Xavier game marked the
first time this season that the Raid
ers played a full game.

It's official. Wright State has given up
its 22 years of independence to become a
member of the Mid-Continent Conference
on the first day of July.
The Mid-Continent, which is based in
Chicago, Ill., will comprise of a nine-team
field. Wright State is replacing Northern
Iowa, which left the conference earlier this
month to join the Missouri Valley Confer
ence. It's the first league affiliation in the
history of Wright State basketball.
The Mid-Continent, which consists of
Akron, Cleveland State, Eastern Illinois,
Illinois at Chicago, Northern Illinois, Val
paraiso, Western Illinois and Wisconsin
Green Bay, holds a post-season basketball
tournament with the champion receiving an
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.
Last season the league sent two schools
to the NCAA and one to the NIT.
In its January meeting, the conference
voted to begin sponsoring women's sports
in the 1992-93 school year. That decision
did away with the North Star Conference, of
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This reverse dunk put the crowd of 10,632 on its feet in a hurry. "I think it's the first
reverse in a game," Edwards said. "The crowd has never seen it for WSU so I wanted to
do It."

Biii Edwards jumps ...

spins...

and slams It home

"Coach told us that we were
playing the type of basketball that
we're supposed to be playing,"
Marcus Mumphrey said. "He told
us to keep it up. That's what kept us
up. It was the first time that we
played the entire game.
"Every body involved with
WSU wants to put us on the map,"
Mumphrey continued. "I think
we'll bea force to be reckoned with

in the next few years."
The Musketeers probably
won't want to come back to Day
ton after losing to the Raiders and
before them the Flyers. Xavier
Coach Pete Gillen had his say after
the game too.
"We just couldn't stay with
them," Gillen said. ''We couldn't
defend them. They played harder
then we did. The game meant more

to them than it did to us. It was my
fault We had maybe two guys with
blood in their eyes. They had 15
guys with blood in their eyes. They
outscrapped us, outplayed us, out
worked us, outhustled us. It was
their super bowl. They deserve it"
On thatparticularnigh~ Wright
State got what it deserved, its 25th
straight home win and its 16th win
of the season.

Wright State loses
its independence
Cindy Homer
Sports Editor

The Guardian

which Wright State's women's team be
longed to, because most of the North Star
schools were affiliated with the Mid-Conti
nent.
The conference sponsors champion
ships in eight other men's sports: baseball,
cross country, golf, indoor and outdoor
track, soccer, swimming and tennis.
"I would like to express great satisfac
tion and happiness about Wright State join
ing the Mid-Continent Conference," Wright
State University President Paige E. Mulhol
lan said. "The Mid-Continent Conference is
well-respected, and it is exactly the kind of
Conference Wright State University wants
to be associated with not only athletically,
but also academically as well. We are de
lighted with the move and look forward to a
long and lasting relationship."
Mid-Continent Conference Commis
sioner Jerry A. lppoliti announced the news
on Saturday in a 2 p.m. press conference
before Wright State's game with Central
State. Once Wright State is officially in the
conference in July, it will immediately be
eligible for all Conference championships.
"We were part of the initial discussions

when the Mid-Continent Conference was
fonned in 1982," Wright State's Athletic
Director Michael J. Cusack said. "How
ever at the time, we did not feel that we
were ready to go to Division I in basket
ball. Since then we've continued to follow
the Mid-Continent Conference closely
while at the same time developing what we
feel is a very successful and competitive
Division I program. We feel that joining
the Mid-Continent Conference at this time
is a natural."
Ippoliti said that WSU was unani
mously voted in during a telephone con
ference call among the members' presi
dents and athletic directors on Friday.
''The move to invite Wright State Uni
versity to join the Mid-Continent Confer
ence has been under consideration for
some time," Ippoliti said. "What with the
integration of women's athletics into the
Conference and the addition of Wright
State, the Mid-Continent Conference is
taking a significant step forward. The ad
dition of Wright State will have a very
positive impact on the strength of the
Conference.,,

Facts
- The Mid-Continent Conference
changed its name from the Association
of Mid-Continent Universities and ap
proved a new conference logo in the
summer of 1990.
- A Marketing and Sports Informa
tion Seminar was presented by the Mid
Continent Conference this year, making
it one of only a few Division I confer
ences to sponsor such an event
- The Mid-Continent Caravan will
debut this year, traveling to each confer
ence community to spread information
about the Conference and foster commu
nity support.
- The 1990-91 season will mark the
first year for the True Value Scholar
Athlete of the Year Award and the True
Value Institutional Academic Award,
which represent two of the highest
awards given in the Mid-Continent
Conference.
- SportsChannel will televise the
Mid-Continent Conference Game of the
Week.
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These shoes walked all over Xavier

Dressed in black,
dressed to kill
indy H m r
p rt dit r

Hey, how you llke them new black shoes? The mental
Intimidation could have woriced, since the Raiders and
their new shoes ran over the Musketeers last Tuesday
night.

----

m tim
u
to put a
j b nan p n nt.
Were talking bl k h
and
Wright State is now wearing them.
The whole team pulled them on
to take on Xavier last Saturday, and
now the shoes will stay. They're
black Nike with a white stripe on

already had black shoes because
th y wanted to wear them."
So the dcci ion was made. The

them.
"We ordered them carli r in the
year," Underhill id. "Weord red
them fr m Korea. They never
came in th ugh we kind ff r
g ta ut th m."
M y Un erhill for ta ut
th m, but th te m ur didn't.
Th y till had them in th b
f
th irmin andthoughtthatth y'd
bring it up again before the Xavier
game.
"Bill (Edwards) came and
asked me if they could wear them,"
Underhill said. "A few of the guys

ure
loo ed c nfidcnt again t the
Mu ie.
"The wh I team w nt out and
bought them over the weekend
(before the Xavier game)," Under
hill said. "I like it It looks nice. It
gives the team a new look. I used to
play in black ones. It was kind of a
unit thing with the team."

Raiders get first road kill
Hor

onfcrencc.
The Raiders have one regular
season game remaining: a home
game on Saturday, March 2 again t
Valparai . Wright State played at
M r head State on Wcdn sday,
but stats were not available.
Wright State guard Lori

points.
The Zip tried to get back into
the game, succeeding with 2:28
remaining in the contest. The Zips

Lori Brooks

See "Zips" on page 22
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r Demlheed Querten

Open for Lunch 11 a.m.
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serving Daytoo's own Milano's Subs.
Special beverage prices
from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Friday

Smoking Supplies
60's and Guatamalen Clothing
Tye Dyes • Jewelry

New Game Room now open.

767-9499
Monday - Saturday 11-1 O
Sund ay 1- 7

Tuesday's: Wet T-Shirt Contest

124 Dayton Street

$150 1st Place. Winner also gets 2 hours of
free limo service from Dynasty Limo
$75 2nd place

Ye llow Springs, Ohio 45387
Establlshed 1979

We buy and setl

Preowned CD's, Cassettes,

Wednesday's: Special drink prices for the ladies
9-close

The Guardian can ~ive you the
LP's and Videos.
Thursday's: Special drink prices for the men
Dayton's
258-1038
192A s. Smlthvlll• Rd.
journalism experience you
9-close
Premiere Compact Disc Store
Dayton, Oh 45420
need! Stop by 046 in the
Watch for Special Entertainment Nights.
University Center and fill
879-1100
1 l 0°/o OFF ALL NEW CD'S . . .
1
out and application.l ..~~I IL
N<6}!~~~:!~i;~U~o~nN
.JI Bring in this ad and get $1.50 off any pitcher of beer
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®
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•'Jt was kind of weird; Dieter elaborated. '1,. :=
haven't reallyletitaffectme toomuchandl am ·:

definitely faster than I was in 1988. I contribute
that to the work I have done on my upper body)'
Raider Swim Coach Matt Liddy, very
plcru ed with Diete(s eff~rt thi _
~, was
. mcwhat unsur1.:: if Dieter w uld come back to
th ~:xtcnt that he did.

When a ked how he likes
Wright State' chan cs of winning
wheelchair bask tball' national
hampion ·hip thi year, Todd
Cox' opmi n ech
the nti
mcnts of hi colleagues.
"We'll have to play an almo t
perfect game," says Cox. "I be
lieved we had to get a good seed,
and we've got one in Southwest
State (Minnesota). They only beat
us by four points in the last confer
ence tournament."
Sophomore Cox i part of the
Raider's scoring onslaught. As a
freshman, Cox led the WSU's
wheelchair basketball team in
scoring. With an excellent sup
porting cast in junior John Gould
and senior Jim Munson, Wright
State could be a team to watch in
this year's national championship
tournament. Thi year's tourna
ment i to be held during the week
end of March 15-17, here at WSU,
which i another favorable factor.
Cox hail· fr m Duncanville
High School, a suburb of Dallas,
Texas. A car wr1.:ck in 1984 left
Cox lli a paraplegic. He grew
acquainted with the port of wheel
chair basketball through the Beta
Rehabilitation Center at the Baylor
Hospital (named for that Bapti L
university in Waco, Texas, of the
same name). Cox played four
years for the Beta Rehab Blazers, a
local community team.
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To dd Cox
"I had lots of experience, and
that helped me lead the team m
scoring my freshman year," ex
plains Cox.
When asked what he likes most
about WSU's wheelchair basket
ball program, Cox talks about
Head Coach Andy Krieger.
"I really admire Coach Kn
egcr," he said. "He' ju.-t a -ccond
ycarcoach,andhe' donesomu h.
I imagine it mu Lbe really hard for
him bccausehe'slcaming,ju tlikc
we arc. He' really trying hard."
Cox i a phomorc, maj ring
in management inf rmation ys
t ms. Apart from chool, he wor
for Electronic Data Systems,
which is a subsidiary of General
Motors.
On balancing classes, a job, and
a prominent role on a prominent
See "Cox" on page 24
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University Shoppes

··====::::.

Andes Ddve nna, Ine

sa~~DES

321 E. Dayton Drive ·
Fairborn, Oh

HOT PASTA, SOUP,
TACO BAR.
Mon - Fri 10-7

r--

: 20o/o
1

-

COUPON

I

DISCOUNT :
:WITH STUDENT 1
IL _ _ _ID.
I
____ I

TRY
US FOR

LUNCH!

-

879-5598

COUPON - 

I
I
I FREE TOPPING I
I with purchase of small :
I medium, or large yogurt
1
I
Mon· Sal 10·9
I Not Va lid With Other Discounts I

'-------~

MON-THURS 8:00 AM - 11 :00 PM
FRI 8:00 - 12:30
SAT 8:00 - 12:00
SUN 11 :00 - 9:00 PM
'

10 SESSIONS ONLY

$25.95
1 MONTH FOR ONLY

$35.00
Just 5 minutes from
Wright State and WPAFB

95 E. Dayton-Yellow
Springs Rd.
Ca/1879-7303
EXPIRES MARCH 1st

I
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Racism
conUnued from page 1

minority i ues that affect the edu
cational and employment environ
ment of the College!'
WSU President Paige Mulhol
lan advised GouJet in a I tter to
"d velop a personal plan" to make
him m<X"C n itive of how ..cas
ual" rem
can di tress peopl .
Mulhollan al required G ulet to
submit all d · ion concerning
Gyimah-Brempong t Vice-Pr ident fi Aca
ic Affairs Charl
Hathaway.
In
nee.Muth llan epted
all f Bttnhardt and Klein' rec
ommendati n • but he did not ac
cept that Goulet discriminated
Gyimah-Brempong in the post
employment reference check.
Even so, Mulhollan advised
Goulet to conduct no more such
po t-employment checks in the
future. unless he had reason to
believe lhat job candidates had
somehow mi represented the
facts.
Goulet denies the allegations of
racism and discrimination, point
ing to his record of support for the
Bolinga Center, COBA' sponsor
ship of African-American speakw ll a
B ' r e nt
ho ting f a i

ing. Goulet came to the panel with
what he said was evidence, in the
fonn of tel phone bills, that he had
made po t-employment chec on
others recently hired by COBA.
The panel would not cept the
evidence and ruled accordingly;
Mulhollan accepted the evidence.
Goulet said he didn't present
the telephone records sooner be
cause he "didn't think of it"
Goulet insists he never made
statements linking Gyimah
Brempong's race with his pay and
position: "I don't ever remember
saying that at all ," Goulet said "I
can ' t imagine making a statement
like that"
Gyimah-Brempong, in an in
t rview, said that Dean Goulet,
"never denied, in a sense, that he
had ever said these things, nor did
he confir m that he said those
things."
Gyimah-Brempong remains
unsatisfied with the current state of
affair . He believes an apology is
not enough; Gyimah-Brempong
would like an apology wi th admit
tance on Goulet' s part that racist

Thur day, February 28, 1991
statements were made. "One
would expect that in academia
people would be open-minded, but
I'm finding out that is not the
case," Gyimah-Brempong said.
"The Dean cannot see me for a
hard-working man, only for some
one with a black skin."
Fornow, Gyimah-Brempong is
willing to stay and fight 'Tm not
going to cut and run," he said. "I
would not be here if not for the
uffering of oth rs."
Goul t said that f the 75 fac
ulty m mbers in
Afri an-American.

Zips
conUnued rrom page 20

stretch."
A battle also took place on the
boards, as Wright State held a huge
36-23 lead in rebounds (15 offen
sive and 21 defen ive).
The Raiders couldn't keep up
the tempo against NSC foe Cleve
land State, splitting the season
series at one game each.
Forward Meli Reeves, a 5-8
freshman, scored 16 points and
gra bed eight boards in the win.
Brno and Nolan had th touch

again, contributing 13 and 11, re
spectively. Harris also played well
with nine points and nine re
bounds.
But it wasn't enough against
the Vikings this time around.
Cleveland built a 41-35 halftime
lead, and never gave it up the rest of
the way.
The Raiders got within four to
open the second (44-40), but the
Vikings pulled away, eventually
taking a 69-53 lead (their biggest
of the game).
The Raiders chipped away at
the lead, using a 12-0 run to cut the
d ficitto69-65. With l than one
minuter maining, th Raiders got

to within three, but Cleveland State
held on for the win.
"I feel we should have won at
Cleveland State," Hall said. "We
played very sloppy defensively.
But we are playing better, and the
team knows we are playing better."
The Raiders are improving of
late, and their is no better Lime than
now as the North Star Conference
Tournament is approaching .
Green Bay will be the site of this
year's three day tourney, starting
on March 7 and ending on March 9.
"If we can win both games, that
will boost our confidence," said
Hall. 'This i a team that k p
coming ck and gets motivated."

CHIN

Lotus
- Hunan

SUNDAY SPECIAL BUFFET $7.95
Kids under 10 $3.95
11:30 - 3:00

Includes soup, appetizer,
salad bar, entree and desert

Hours:

SPRING BREAK

Sun. - Thun. 11;30 - 10:00
Fri.~ Sal
11:.30 - 11:00

NEW ESTABLISHMENT (513) 298~979
nu E. DOROTHY UNE
ICETTE lNC, OIHS421

------------------------~ ..-----------------~~-----------------------,

!~»~
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3 FREE SESSIONS

DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID
(NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY, NO OBLIGATION)

GET A HEADSTART ON THAT
SPRING BREAK TAN TODAY
AT

: WHERE WE HAVE TAKEN PRIDE IN SERVICING WRIGHT STATE
STUDENTS FOR THE PAST SEVEN YEARS WITH "THE
1
ORIGINAL WOLFE SYSTEM BY KLAUFSUN".
1
I
I ~--=-_, NEXT TO 1186 N. BROAD ST. 10 MINUTES
I
FULMERS FAIRBORN PLAZA FROM wsu
I
879-7511
I

~
VIS A

Date

pe

"G tlae Faet.s"
Mattia e,19 I
12:3• -1:3
045

u.c.

Debate

''19 Legalize Drag: '
Than. Mar.7,1991
:3 p - 7:30 pm
Upp r Beartb

Call Deat Or Tresa
873-2967

~------------------------b~~~~~~~~

plasma alliance
165 E. Hetena St.
224-1973
•Plasma donation Is easy, safe, and life-giving.
•Totally computerized and state-of-the-art.
•The plasma you donate will be used to make
products to treat hemophilia.
•New donors only.

BRING SCHC>OL ID
AND THIS CC>UPON

lassified Advertising_
EMPLOYMENTj
POSIT10NS OPEN in Accounts
Payable and Receivable Departments .
15 minutes from WSU. Hours flexible
around your schedule. Call Mr. Bloom
at 228--7753 for interview appointment
$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS and TV
Scripts. Fill out simple 4ikeldon't like·
form . EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beac:h, vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording .
801-379-2925 Ext OH 185EB
EXCITlNG JOBS IN ALASKA - Hiring
Men Women Summer, Year round.
Fishing, canneries, logging, mining,
construction, oil oompani . Skilled/
Unskilled. Trasportation $600 plus
weekly. CALL NOWI 1-206-736-7000,
Ext

ans.

WE NEED SELF MOTIVATED
STUDENTS - Earn up to $10lhr.
Market credt cards on campus.
Flexible hours. Only 10 positions
available. call now 1-800-~84 72 Ext

20.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS· HIRING Men/
Women, Summer/ Year Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES,
RECREATIONAL PERSONELL.
Excellent Pay plus FREE travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South
Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOWI Call

SERVICES
ABET WORDPROCESSING 
Correspondence, essays, flyers,
labels, and theses. Reduced student
rates. Resume service. Notary. Rush
jobs. 15 minutes from WSU . 429-2475 .
ABC SERVICES 878-8889. The best
in desktop publishing! Theses, essays,
resumes, discertations. flyers. forms.
newsletters, business cards,
letterhead, free-hand graphics,
calligraphy, certificates and much
more. The sky is the limit! Laser
printing (300, 1270,2540 dpi) avaliable.
Mon-Fri. 10-5pm. Call tor free
brochures or appointment.
RESUMES, TERM PAPERS,
THESES, presentations, graphics and
morel Professional, laser quality. Quick
tum-around. Close to WSU . Call CareFree Typing Service at 253-CARE.

ISi OPPORTUNITY I
ENTHUSIASTIC INDIVIDUAL or
Student Organization to promote the
two most popular Spring B eak
destinations. Daytona Beach and
Cancun Mexioo. Earn free trips and
cash$$$$ Ill. Call now. 1-800-256
1799. Student Travel Services .

I~~ ~'-~.e EVENTS

I

ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN? Come
watch and answer this question. In the
Rat.Tues. 3pm, Wed. 5pm, Thur. Noon,
and Fri . 6pm . It's free and from UCB.

C2-N-91' DANCEi! lrs coming and
there is no way you can Stop it... come
dance the night away to dance mixes
with a live DJ and lights. Refreshments
will be served. Thursday. March 7, UC
Cafeteria, 8-11 pm . Sponsored by
DAYTONA BEACH luxury beachfronT RAAP and UCB.
cond, penthouse, sleeps 6, fully
furnished, close to all the action, $540/ BE SURE TO BUCKLE UP THIS
wk. Call 222-8368. Ask for Sue.
SPRING BREAK .

I~~ ~'-~.e EVENTS

C2-N·91' DANCEi! It's coming and
there is no way you can Stop it... come
dance the night away to dance mixes
with a live DJ and lights. Refreshments
will be served. Thursday, March 7, UC
Cafeteria, 8-11 pm . Sponsored by
RAAP and UCB.

I• HOME/RENT I

NEED TO RENT three bedroom house
in Fairborn. Will need between March 31
- June 30. Prefer Five Points school
district. 873-0498, 87~253 {after 3:30).
BRICK HOME TO SHARE, Forest
Ridge, central air, 2 refrigs, microwave,
ample parking . Approx . 5 miles to WSU .
Mor F call 233-4672.

Comics

You wanna pick the bands,
comedians, films & videos that play at
Wright State? Wanna market these
events, plan member parties.or
coordinate the Daze? Apply for any of
nine paid positions on the University
Center Board! Applications are
available in 048 University Center and
are due by April 1 (no foolin').

I

AUTO/CAR

I

IS IT TRUE - Jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. government? Call for the tacts!
504-&49-5745 Ext. S-5974
CHEAPI FBl/U.S. SEIZED - 84 VW
$50, 87 Mercedes $200, 85 Mercedes
$100, 65 Mustang $50. Choose from
thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour
Recording Reveals Details 801-379
2929 Ext OH 185JC.

l0GENERALl
THE GUARDIAN ls look.Ing for an rehlvlst
Anyone Interested should leave their name
and number In the Editor's box RM 046 UC.

SERVICES

AUTO/CAR

Comic Strip

OPPORTUNITY

~/f'f ~R£ 'y/£

fl,fl. I /Ht CARTb(i'JIST

pRAWN 50

g j EMPLOYMENT

l5 f'R.YING /0 GIV£

5HAK'1 foVAV ?

u-P:;11oKIWG AGA/fV.

LET THE
CLASSIFIEDS
WORK FOR YOU!

Jungle Grove
0

'WHY YOU R[ NOTHING

MORE THAN A (0\./ARD.1

A CO\./AROLY

STUDENT RATE - $2.00 for the first 25 words,
$1.00 each additional 25 words
NON-STUDENT RATE - $3.00 for the first 25
words, $1.00 each additional 25 words

LION!

®

INTERSTATE
FREEWAY

PROPOSRL

1

PRESIDENT EISENHO\./ER 5
INITl/\L PROPOS~L FOR A.

UNITED 5TF\1ES FREEVAY
SYSTEM, BEFORE REVISIONS ;:

WERE MADE.
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BUCKLE UP

THIS SPRING BREAK
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Protest
cntlnued from page 2

morale of the men in the Middle
East. I think they should be sup
porting them in better ways ...
When the d mon tration re
turned to the amphitheter some of
the protestors tood up to speak.
Am ng them w WSU hi tory
profe or Roben Surnser, who
insi Led that th re is something
fundamentally flawed with the
Am ri an culture, I think ther i
m thing fundamentally
ew
th Am rican oci ty which
m
pl like u h
ible."
v r I p opl di play d
Am ri an n g t the t p of the
am hith t r and y 11 d t the
ak r .
nc
P e- r1 em nt
of them wa Steve Dulem , who
said of the war protestors, "I think
th y should all go home and wake
up .... They'r not going with the
fa ts."
Joe Sabo, who stood next to
Dulemba, said: 1think (the speak
ers) are way off the subject" Sabo
was quite vocal in his opposition to
the protestors, telling them to "get
off his campus," and to "get out of
my country."
0
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Dieter

Cox

continued from page 21

continued from page 21

will run thru March 2.
Dieter hopes to do well at the
confere nee meet so he can compete
at the NCAA Nationals in his spe
cialty, the 200-yard breaststroke.
"What it boils down Lo is me
making the cut," Dieter said. ''The
cut will bearound2:01 and my
t
time of the season in the 200 i
2:03. So I will have to have off at
I t two secon at the confer-

wheelchair basketball team, Cox
jokingly laments, "I've been a little
busy this quarter."
Cox leads the team in the three
main categories: total points, scor
ing average and rebounding. He
has a total of 332 points for an
average of 13.8, and he averages
.4 rebounds per game. Over the
w
end, Cox helped his fellow

0

home to host Cincinnati on Sun
day, March 3, at 3 p.m.

Apartm.en.t For Rent ?
Try placing a classified
ad. Call 8 7 3- 2505 fo r
more information.

.

PARTY
Date Rape
"Get the Facts"
March 6,1991
12:30 -1:30
045 u.c.

Tues day

rtiar.S, I 9 9 I
I 2 pm - I : 3 0 p
382

A....11~

food, music & fun
Thur. Mar 7, 1991
8 pm - II pm
Cafeteria

Debate
'Tu IRgallze Drugs•
Thurs. Mar.7,1991
6:30pm - 7:30 pm

Upper Dearth

Call Deat Or Tresa
873-2967

